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The resolution of chemically amplified resists is becoming an increasing

concern) especially for lithography in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) regime.

Large-scale screening and performance-based down-selection is currently

underway to identify resist platforms that can support shrinking feature

sizes. Resist screening efforts, however, are hampered by the absence of

reliable resolution metrics that can objectively quantify resist resolution in

a high-throughput fashion. Here we examine two high-throughput metrics

for resist resolution determination. After summarizing their details and
justifying their utility, we characterize the sensitivity of both metrics to

two of the main experimental uncertainties associated with lithographic

exposure tools, namely: limited focus control and limited knowledge of

optical aberrations. For an implementation at EUV wavelengths, we re-

port aberration and focus limited error bars in extracted resolution of =

1.25 nm RMS for both metrics making them attractive candidates for fu-

ture screening and down-selection efforts. @ 2007 Optical Society of America

OAS codes: 100.2000 (Digital Image Processing), 110.3960 (Microlithography),

100.3190 (Reverse Problems), 070.2580 (Fourier Optics), 070.2590 (Fourier Tlansforms).

1. Introduction

As lithography pushes to smaller and smaller feature sizes, the fidelity of chemically amplified

resists becomes an increasing concern. This is especially true in the extreme ultraviolet



aerial image to a latent deprotection profile through a simple convolution process. Due to the

simplicity of this model, extracting the effective resist blur from printing data is a relatively

straightforward process.

Models based on the linear systems PSF approach are convenient because they provide an

intuitive link to the resist resolution limit. As with many resist models, their success relies on

the ability to accurately predict the aerial image incident at the wafer surface. In practice,

limited knowledge of the experimental conditions in any given exposure hampers our ability

to accurately model the aerial image. With exposure tools constantly pushing the limits of

their imaging optics, the sensitivity of the aerial image to small changes in aberrations and

focus is a possible concern for the success of PSF-based metrics. As an illustrating example

we consider these effects for an implementation at EUV wavelengths. The parameters we

describe correspond to the those fourrcl at the SEMATECH Berkeley microfield exposure

tool (MET) printing facility [11].
The focus steps in a typical focus-exposure-matrix (FEM) at the Berkeley facility are on

the order of 50-nm. Assuming that nominal focus is somewhere in the FEM, the random

variable associated with aerial image defocus of the best-focus row in the FEM is uniform on

the interval [-25, 25] nm with a standard deviation of = 14-nm. For high-resolution exposure

tools such as the 0.3 numerical aperture (NA) SEMATECH Berkeley MET, this magnitude of

defocus may be enough to noticeabiy reduce aerial image contrast at high spatial frequencies.

Regarding aberrations, the RMS error in interferometrically measured aberrations of the

SEMATtrCH Berkeley MET optic is 0.1545 nm [13], corresponding to a x 70Vo - 20%

error-bar in reported Zernike coefficients used in aerial image modeling software. With error

bars of that magnitude one would expect an upper limit on the ability to accurately model

the aerial image as printed feature sizes shrink towards the diffraction limit of the imaging

optic. With exposure condition knowledge always limited to some extent, it is of interest

to investigate the impact this has on the ability of PSF-based resolution metrics to extract

credible resolution numbers.

3. Two reliable, high-throughput resolution metrics

The utility of a resolution metric is arguably best described by its ability to produce robust,

credible results that agree with observed resoiution limits. In practice, metric utility can also

be charact errzed by an efficiency measure, or by the amount of exposure tool use-hours, SEM

images, and modeling support that is required for reliable resolution extraction. In efforts to

find high-throughput resolution metrics suitable for large-scale screening and resist down-

selection, we study metrics that require ( 10 SEM images and are relatively iow overhead

in terms of modeling support needed for blur extraction.



3c show SEM images of the corner of a 700-nm elbow at dose-to-size [f 4] taken at identical

magnifications in EUV2D and MET1K resists. It is well known that MET1K supports higher

resolutions than trUV2D [6]; the larger corner-rounding present in the EUV2D platform is

consistent with the predictions of the PSF model. We extract resolution with this metric by

comparing the amount of experimental corner rounding in a large, isolated feature to the

amount of corner rounding in the equivalent modeling data with varying degrees of resist

blur.

To quantify the amount of rounding in a given corner, we have developed and tested three

different methods and down-selected to the one with the least sensitivity to unavoidably

noisy experimental data. We settled on a metric that uses the removed area to indirectly

compute an effective corner radius. As shown in Figure 4, we use in-house software to take

radial line-outs of an experirnental (or modeled) dose-to-size image to extract a radius vs.

angle profile of the experimental (rnodeled) corner edge. By extrapolating the flat parts of

the elbow out to the ideal (non-rounded) corner location we are able to generate a radius

vs. angle profile for the ideal corner edge and compute the area that has been removed in

converting the aerial image to a printed resist image.

With our two target resolution metrics summarized, we turn to determining the ability

of each metric to extract meaningful and credible resolution numbers in the presence of

unavoidable experimental uncertainties associated with exposure tools.

4. PSF-based resolution metrics: sensitivity to focus and aberrations

All PsF-based resolution metrics require acriai imagc modeling for resolution extraction. In

this report ail aerial images are generated using in-house software that supports arbitrarily

defined opticai aberrations, tunable defocus and customizable pupil fills [17]. For our specific

implementation at EUV wavelengths, the base modeling pararnetcrs are set to match the

experimental conditions of the SEMATECH Berkeley MET so that modeiing data can be

directly compared to experimental data obtained at the Berkeley facility. This includes a 5 x

reduction imaging configuratic)rr) o : 0.35 - 0.55 annular pupii fiIl and optical aberrations set

to match the aberrations measured during the initial interferometric SEMATECH Berkeley

MET tool  a l ignment [13] .

/ ' .4. Corner metric

For the implementation at EUV wavelengths) our object of choice is a dark-field 700-nm

elbow (the elbow is bright). To model the 700-nm elbow, we assume a thin (binary), idealized

mask as an approximation to the realistic e-beam-written, multilayer-coated EUV mask. We

believe these approximations to be reasonable owing to the fact that in terms of corner

fidelity, the feature size of interest is very large relative to the 13.5 nm wavelength being



1r.8. Contact metr?,c

Focus. For the contact metric, our modeled object is a 300x300 nm patch of 50-nm, 150-

nm pitch, dark-field contacts (the contacts are bright), which through sampling effects is

equivalent to modeling an infinite 2D array of contacts. We again assume an ideal thin

(binarized) mask. To generate blurred aerial images through focus, we follow a procedure

identical to that outlined in the corner metric section. For contacts, we define the nominal

plane of best focus as the plane with the highest average (un-blurred) aerial image contrast

when the aberrations are set to match our base standard.

For each modeled focus-blur combination, we use in-house software to measure the contact

diameter (CD) through dose (or equivalently, threshold) and generate a CD vs. relative dose

curve. Relative dose is obtained by normalizing absolute dose (threshold) to dose-to-size;

each focus-blur combination has a unique dose where this occurs. Figure 7 shows the family

of these curves for 5 focus steps spanning 150, 50] nm defocus and for blurs ranging from 0

to 35 nm in 5 nm steps. The series of focus curves within a given blur level are plotted with

the same graylevel and there are different gravlevels for each blur level. Note the curves in

the 0 nm and 5 nm blur levels overlap heavily. We do not process the larger blurs (40, 50, 60

nm) for the contact metric as they severelv reduce the contrast in the deprotection image.

To work orit the focus-limited error bars we use a least-squares approach. We start by

generating CD vs. relative dose cnrves at nominal focus and base aberrations for blurs

spanning 27.5-32.5 nm in 0.25 nm steps; we call these the nominal curves. Then for each

defocused trial curve in the 30-nm blur level we find the nominal blur curve that most closely

resembles the trial curve in terms of least-squared-error (LSE). By cataloging the range of

modeled nominal blurs spanned by the series of defocused trial curves we report focus-limited

error bars of 1.70 nm peak-to-vallev and 0.83 nm RMS.

Aberrations. Aeriai images are generated following the procedure outlined in the corner

rounding aberrations section. For each of the 10 images at a given noise level (I0%, 20T0, and

30%) we generate CD vs. relative dose curves for blurs ranging from 0 to 35 nm in 5 nm steps

and plot them so that the series of 10 random aberration curves within a given blur level

are plotted with the same grayievel, different graylevels for each blur level. Figure 8 shows

the families of curves for RMS aberration noise levels of 0%. 10%.20%, and 30%. To work

out the aberration-limited error bars for a given noise level, we use the same least-squares

approach as in the focus study except the target curves we fit to have changed as a result

of aberrations, not defocus. Table 2 summarizes the aberration-limited error bars for the

contact metric.



blurs. For biurs ( 5 nm, the error bars become a sizable portion (> 50%) of the blur vaiue,

rendering both metrics useless in this regime.

We note, however that it is reasonable to assume a minimal fidelity loss in converting the

aerial image to a deprotection profile when the resist blur is much smaller than the PSF-blur

of the imaging optic. The resolution of the SEMATECH Berkeley MET optic is = 22 nm l7I].
That said, we expect to see very little difference in printing for resists with blurs ( 5-10 nm

for our EUV implentation. Of course, as the resolution of the lithography tool improves, we

would expect the utility of both resolution metrics to extend into the sub-5-nm blur regime.

For example, we would expect to have no problem measuring a 5 nm resist blur with an 8

nm e-beam tool provided the 8 nm tool aberrations are characterized well enough to allow

the aberration-limited error bars to support this measurement.

The sources of error described here can be categorized into a group of errors that limit

the ability to accurately model the aerial image at the wafer surface in a given exposure.

As we have seen, these model-limiting error sources put constraints on the credibility of

resolution numbers extracted with the corner and contact metrics. In addition to these error

sources, there are other errors that affect the credibility of extracted resolution nurnbers. One

example to study is how SEM focus affects the measured CD and corrier rounding numbers.

Another example to look at is how tool dose errors affect the siopes of the measured CD vs.

dose curves (note this only applies to tire contact metric). We are also interested in studying

how LER irnpacts our analysis software in terms of consisterrtly delivering the same CD and

rounding numbers for different copies of the same coded feature. Another useful thing to

study would be the shot-to-shot variations in extracted CD and corner rounding for a full

FEM of identically prepared features. In a way, this study could essentiaily lurnp the effects

of SEM focus, tool focus and LER into a full process error bar.

6. Summary

In this paper we have studied two high-throughput PSF-based photoresist resolution rnet-

rics, justified their utility and characterized their sensitivity to two uncertainties associated

with exposure tools, namely: limited knowledge of focus and limited knowledge of optical

aberrations. In our specific implementation at EUV wavelengths with exposure conditions

matching those at the SEMATECH Berkeley MET printing facility, modeling suggests that

PSF-based resolution metrics have focus and aberration limited error bars in extracted reso-

lution of = 3 nm peak-to-valley and 1.25 nm RMS. As the PSF-based metrics considered here

require minimal exposure data and relatively low overhead in terms of modeling support and

SEM images, they are attractive platforms for large-scale resist screening and down-selection

efforts.
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of in-house sofbware used to extract corner rounding from
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Fig. 6. Corner rounding vs. blur curves for the families of random aberration

maps in the L0% (a),20% (b), and 30% (c) RMS noise levels. (d) Zoomed 30%

noise plot centered around the radius of 90 nm. Solid lines indicate modeled

radius vs. blur data for the 10 aberration maps in the 30% noise level. The

intersections of the horizontal dashed iine at radius : 90 nm with the 10

modeled curves a,re traced down with vertical dashed lines to show the range

of blurs that might produce a rounding of nv 90 nm assuming a 30% RMS

uncertaintv in ootical aberrations.
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nm in 5 nm steps. steeper slopes and lighter shades are larger blurs. (b)' (.)

and (d) show the same curves for the families of random aberration maps in

lhe 70Y0,20T0, and.30% RMS noise levels, respectively. All random aberration

maps within one blur are plotted with the same color. Note the heavy overlap

of the 0 nm and 5 nm biur level curves.
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Table 2. Aberration-limited error-barrs for the contact metric"

RMS Noise Level Error Peak to Valley [nm] Error o [nm]
L0%
20%

30%

7.40
2.85

4.90

0.46
0.91
1.53

"Data ls taken at modeled blur = 30 nm. We note values will increase sliehtlv for smaller blurs and decrease

slightly for larger blurs.
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